
Designed & made in Britain

Abbey chairs provide an elegant solution to the requirements of a modern day 

church: high density stacking with linking, excellent comfort, easy handling 

and great strength and durability. Attractive natural oak or beech seats and 

backs which can also be stained to match other finishes and the option of full 
upholstery. 

A refined polished chrome rod frame is subtle and unobtrusive yet gently 
reflects the light to emphasise the elegant profiled shape of the seat and back. 
The overall aesthetic never dominates.
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Stacks up to 40 high

Available with seat pad
or fully upholstered

Stains availableBook holder available

Linking options

Available with arms

Weighs only 6.5kg
10 year guarantee on  
wooden seat and back

Lifetime guarantee  
on chrome frame
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Chairs linking

Book / Bible holder Upholstery optionsBack rest detail

Stacking on trolley
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OakBeech

Dimensions (in mm)

Standard Wood Finishes Stains - Stain to match available
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Stacking

Single trolley available allowing chairs to stack 40 

high, taking up only 0.5sq. meters of floor space.

The arm chair version can be stacked on a trollet up 

to 25 high, which is the same amount that can be 

stacked when the chair is fully upholstered.

Linking

The simple and easy-to-use brace-style linking 

system allows for quick and efficient changes to  
your seating arrangements.

Strength

BS EN 1022: 2005 & BS EN 16139: 2013, strength and 

stability tested.

The Abbey chair may be incredibly light in weight, 

but it is also extremely strong.
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Abbey chair 

seat height 465

overall width 485 

overall depth 550

Abbey armchair 

seat height 465

overall width 630 

overall depth 550

Book Holder

width 115mm

height 130mm

Single Trolley

overall height 40 chairs - 1685 - 25 upholstered-1620 

overall width 510 - 25 Upholstered - 510 

overall depth 1108 - 25 upholstered - 960

Capacity 

40 chairs (unupholstered)

25 armchairs or upholstered sidechairs

DBA C


